
Indigo
  Tomatoes

Exciting new health breakthrough! 
Now the benefits of blueberries are in these delicious tomato 
varieties — a new class of tomatoes. 

Indigo tomatoes are rich in anthocyanin, the same 
antioxidants found in blueberries. This naturally occurring 
pigment has been shown to fight disease and creates the 
vibrant indigo hue. 

The indigo color occurs naturally in tomato plants, and 
now through traditional breeding it is expressed in these 
spectacular new varieties.

INDIGO™ ‘Blue Berries’

Bred by Brad Gates  
Wild Boar Farms

Hybridizer Brad Gates of 
WIld Boar Farms in Napa 
Valley, California, hand-
breeds and organically 
raises some of the most 
flavorful and beautiful 
tomatoes on the planet.

INDIGO ™ ‘Amethyst Jewel’

INDIGO ™ ‘Apple’

INDIGO ™ ‘Blue Beauty’

INDIGO ™ ‘Blue Chocolate’

INDIGO ™ ‘Blue Gold’

INDIGO ™ ‘Dark Galaxy’

INDIGO ™  
‘Kaleidoscopic Jewel’

INDIGO ™ ‘Gold Berries’

INDIGO ™ ‘ 
Amethyst Cream Cherry’
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INDIGO™ ‘Clackamas Blueberry’

Bred by Tom Wagner
Tom Wagner of Everett, 
Washington has introduced 
hundreds of outstandingly 
vigorous, disease-resistant, 
and delicious hand-bred 
tomatoes and potatoes.

INDIGO ™ ‘Blue Green’

INDIGO ™ ‘Blue Dawg’

INDIGO ™ ‘Fahrenheit Blues’

INDIGO ™ ‘Helsing Junction Blue’

INDIGO ™ ‘Chocolate  Blues’

INDIGO ™ ‘Dancing with Smurfs’

INDIGO ™ ‘Dwarf Shadow  Boxing’
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INDIGO™ ‘Kumquat’
Bred by Peter and Ruth Mes 
P&R Seeds
Dr. Peter J. Mes helped develop 
Indigo Rose, the world’s first high-
antioxidant tomato, and continues 
hand-crossing purple skinned wild 
species with heritage tomatoes to 
create his INDIGO hybrids.INDIGO ™  ‘Fireball’

INDIGO ™  ‘Ruby’

INDIGO ™  ‘Starburst’

INDIGO ™  ‘Sun’
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OSU  INDIGO™ ‘Indigo Rose’ (PVP 201100302)

INDIGO™ ‘Indigo Cherry Drops’ PVPAP

INDIGO™ ‘Indigo Pear Drops’ PVPAP

Indigo Tom atoes
Exciting new health breakthrough! 
Now the benefits of blueberries are in these delicious 
tomato varieties — a new class of tomatoes. 

Indigo tomatoes are rich in anthocyanin, the same 
antioxidants found in blueberries. This naturally 
occurring pigment has been shown to fight disease and 
creates the vibrant indigo hue. 

The indigo color occurs naturally in tomato plants, and 
now through traditional breeding it is expressed in these 
spectacular new varieties.

Bred by 
Jim R. Myers
Baggett Frazier Professor  
of Vegetable Breeding

OSU Professor Jim Myers 
specializes in hand-breeding 
highly nutritious, disease-
resistant vegetables that 
perform well in the Pacific 
Northwest, including Indigo 
Rose, the world’s first purple-
skinned, high-antioxidant 
tomato.

Exclusively from SuperNaturals 
and A. Whaley Seed Company
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